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Amy Morrison, MA LPC
Mental Wellness Consultant

True Core Health

Amy is the wellness specialist behind True Core Health and has a MA in Clinical 
Mental Health Counseling. Passionate about utilizing goals and values to give her 
clients a clear vision into what they want for their future, she is all about connect-
ing clients to what is most important to them. Whether you are looking for online 
coaching, personal training, breath work, or traditional talk therapy, Amy will find 
a path that works for you. She also specializes in designing for a healthy home.

June 24th
Watch Amy’s keynote presentation available at 8AM MST 

Live Q&A with Amy Morrison moderated by Holly Scott at 10AM MST

Click Below to Register for Amy’s Live Q&A
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_alDUShEERgODRGSLX3QiXA

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Click Below to Register for Mark’s Live Q&A
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_phnZLa5OQYaKNixN8EHOIQ

Mark Boone
President & CEO of Mimi London, Inc., &  Mark Boone, Inc., Interiors

Known for his relaxed, yet luxurious and sophisticated interiors, Boone’s work 
has been widely published.  Celebrated for his highly personalized approach to 
design, clients enjoy the focused, hands-on dedication. His projects have varied 
from elegant Italianate estates, desert retreats, sprawling ranches, luxurious ski 
houses, cliff-hugging beach aeries to a million-plus square foot shopping mall.  
Boone’s own residence was featured on the cover of Architectural Digest (Sept. 
’02). He is also honored to have been included in The AD100; the magazine’s listing 
of the world’s leading architects and designers for nearly 20 years. Boone was 
honored to have been chosen to speak aboard the inaugural season’s crossing 
of the Queen Mary II (QM2) from the US to the UK.  He was also selected to design 
the Diamond Anniversary edition of the Emmy Awards’ Celebrity Green Room.  A 
graduate of Virginia Tech’s interior design program, he sits on the Industry Advisory 
Board for The School of Architecture + Design for Virginia Tech and remains an 
active member of The Institute of Classical Art & Architecture. Mimi London, Inc. is 
available at the John Brooks showroom.

June 24th
Watch Mark’s keynote presentation available at 8AM MST

Live Q&A with Mark Boone moderated by Holly Scott and Marvin Wilkinson at 3PM MST
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In lieu of our usual registration fee for Virtual Launch Market hosted by the 
Denver Design District®, we encourage you to make a tax-deductible donation 
to Food For Thought Denver™. This organization is striving to stop childhood 
hunger in the Denver-Metro area.

Founded by John Thielen and Bob Bell in 2012, Food for Thought Denver was 
created when Thielen and Bell became aware that many of Denver’s school kids 
were not getting enough to eat — especially over the weekends. Working with 
volunteers and their local Arvada Rotary club, they were able to raise enough 
donated funds to start providing weekend food bags (aka: PowerSacks) to two 
Denver public schools.

Today, Food for Thought Denver remains a 100% volunteer organization which 
strives to eliminate weekend hunger — servicing 53 schools in the Denver area. 
While most of their food recipients qualify for free and reduced breakfast and 
lunch programs during the school week, many of these kids do not have enough 
to eat on the weekends. As a result, they have set forth on one simple mission: fill 
this weekend hunger gap.

Each Friday, individuals, students, and corporate volunteers gather to fill 
PowerSacks. Each bag contains enough non-perishable food items to feed a 
family of four for the weekend. The bags are then distributed to the students on 
Friday afternoons to take home to their families. Their vision is to ultimately live in 
a community where weekend hunger is no longer a roadblock in a child’s path 
to success.

Thank you, your donations and contributions are greatly appreciated. 

Click Below to Donate and Learn More: 
https://foodforthoughtdenver.charityproud.org/Donate/?cid=6977
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR MEDIA SPONSORS!
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Denver Design District 2020 
Virtual Bookstore!

https://www.tatteredcover.com/denver-design-district

View our pop-up book store with Tattered Cover 
to view a list of our favorite books!

Click Below to Shop the Virtual Bookstore
https://www.tatteredcover.com/denver-design-district
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Ann Sacks Denver Showroom Tour
Ann Sacks

For over 30 years, Ann Sacks has traveled the world to curate a portfolio of exceptional tile 
and stone designs. Exquisite, diverse and versatile, this exclusive curation brings together 
an array of design possibilities adaptable to any lifestyle. From ceramics and mosaics to 
concrete and stone, glass and porcelain to terra cotta, these rare collections present 
choices that can only be accessed through Ann Sacks. Explore. Experience. Expand your 
design vocabulary.   

Sustainable Design with Cisco Home
Brian Whitley, Southwest Territory Manager 
for Cisco Home
C.A.I. Designs
 
For nearly three decades, Cisco Home has been a Los Angeles-based haven for 
handcrafted ingenuity. Driven by their passion for elegant design, thoughtful sustainability, 
and community building, their family of designers, makers, and activists work side-by-side 
to create one-of-a-kind, eco-friendly pieces that transform your house into a home with 
your health in mind. Presented by Brian Whitley, Southwest Territory Manager for Cisco 
Home.

Hartmann&Forbes Spring20 Launch
Cara Webb, Western Regional Manager, 
Hartmann&Forbes
CARTER, INC.

This Spring Hartmann&Forbes, maker of handwoven 
natural windowcoverings, wallcoverings, and textiles, 
presents their intuitive response to the mystical beauty 
expressed through nature with the introduction of the 
Studio Concepts Collection – one-off designs founded 
by artistic curiosity. In addition, they are expanding their 
Woven-to-Size, Soft Natural Fabrics and Handcrafted 
Wallcovering Collections. Please join us as Cara Webb, 
Western Regional Manager, guides us through a virtual 
presentation of these Spring20 Designs.

Bringing Happy Back Into Your Life and Home
Join Clodagh, C&G and Other Experts
CARTER, INC.

Join us for an uplifting virtual panel discussion on the 
intersection of Happiness and Environment. Panelists 
include Clodagh, CEO of Clodagh Design, Dr. Samantha 
Morrison, Licensed Psychologist of CBT; Marianne 
Howatson, CEO of C&G Media Group and Joyce Romanoff, 
CEO of Maya Romanoff.
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Eric Kuster Metropolitan Luxury Showroom
Eric Kuster
CARTER, INC.

Dutch interior designer Eric Kuster’s own label lives under the banner of 
“Metropolitan Luxury”. There could not be two words better suited to sit 
side-by-side and describe his inimitable style.

Powell & Bonnell Represented by CARTER, INC.
CARTER, INC.

Powell & Bonnell are celebrating 30 years of design excellence. 
CARTER INC. represents their handcrafted furniture and lighting. 
Featured in this video are their Alto & Nobi Vanity stools, Strand 
Lounge Chair, Beacon Floor Lamp, Atwood Desk, Snow Table 
and Trocadero Cocktail Table.

Making the Omega Table
Charleston Forge
Chuck Wells & Associates

At Charleston Forge, the process of hand-forging steel 
from raw stock to the iconic Omega table base is detailed 
in this video. The Omega table is just one of the unique 
collections of occasional, dining, seating and beds that 
are the hallmark of Charleston Forge. Proudly built in the 
mountains of western North Carolina, “Forged in Fire” has 
nothing on the artisans that work metal magic into the 
amazing furniture that is Charleston Forge.  

Modern Lighting Panel Discussion
GALE SINGER, Circa Lighting Founder and President
RUSH JENKINS and KLAUS BAER, WRJ Design Founders 
CHARLES NEAL, Visual Comfort & Co. Executive Vice President 
SEAN LAVIN, Visual Comfort & Co. Chief Design Officer 
ABIGAIL SORENSEN, Visual Comfort & Co. Training Manager
Circa Lighting

Lighting makers and interior designers join together for a lively 
conversation about the importance of lighting to create a 
specific style and mood. Learn how to embrace modern styles 
created with the latest advancements in lighting technology.
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Digital Showroom
Brian MacLaggan, Owner of ShowroomSoftware
Columbine Showroom

The interior design industry is rapidly changing. To keep pace with 
designer and client expectations Columbine Showroom has added a 
digital version of itself with 24/7 access to shop and source products 
on-line. Brian MacLaggan, the founder of ShowroomSoftware, will 
be demonstrating our new digital showroom as well as other on-line 
efficiency tools available for interior designers.

Antique Reimaged Rugs, New From STARK
CPA I by STARK

Stark’s Tinley Collection is the most authentic antique reproduction rugs available. The 
attention to detail makes these rugs the heirlooms of tomorrow. Please watch this video to 
preview the Tinley Collection by Stark. Available at CPA I by STARK.

STARK Rug Preview
CPA I by STARK

View the different options available in their showroom from home. These 9x12 area rugs 
are also available in other sizes, in addition to the many other constructions and price 
points available from STARK.

Designer Collaborations + New Global Product 
Preview
Kirsten Schmit, Marketing + Product Manager
Decorative Materials

Join Kirsten Schmit for a new product preview including 
noteworthy designer collaborations, cutting edge handmade 
ceramics, innovative porcelains and statement stones.

Behind the Scenes with Margot Hampleman 
Margot Hampleman, Owner + Founder of Decorative 
Materials
Decorative Materials

Enjoy this behind the scenes interview with Margot Hampleman, 
Owner + Founder of Decorative Materials. Meet the 
entrepreneur behind Colorado’s leading luxury and largest 
privately owned tile showroom. She will share exclusive insights 
into her 30+ year old brand, including her favorite trends as well 
as sound advice for small business owners.
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Welcome to DSKB Plumbing + Tile
DSKB Plumbing + Tile

DSKB Plumbing + Tile is the ultimate source for luxury products for 
the home. Our kitchen and bath products feature unique domestic 
and European design and styles. Our door and cabinet hardware 
selection is vast and varied and our floor and wall tile collection will 
add the finishing touch to any room.

Hoff Miller Virtual Series: Santa Barbara Designs
James Sheftel & Mark Sufrin, Owners of Santa Barbara Designs
Hoff Miller

A lively conversation with James Sheftel and Mark Sufrin, 
owners of Santa Barbara Designs, and Amy Wood and Caitlin 
Mancini of Hoff Miller. They discuss what makes a Santa 
Barbara Designs Umbrella the best in the industry, their 2020 
inspiration umbrella series, and how to design your own 
umbrellas. Every umbrella is hand-crafted in California and 
made with the absolute best materials from local suppliers. 
Following the presentation, make sure to stop by Hoff Miller to 
see their brand new umbrella arrival!

Welcome to Hoff Miller
Hoff Miller

Get to know Hoff Miller in this short video. See their showroom, 
their line offerings, and how they help their clients shine.

Branch Collection
Doyle Crosby for Boyd Lighting
John Brooks, Inc.

Doyle Crosby shares the inspiration behind his new Branch designs 
for Boyd Lighting.

Ghost Collection
Doyle Crosby for Boyd Lighting
John Brooks, Inc.

Doyle Crosby shares the inspiration behind his new 
Ghost designs for Boyd Lighting.
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Misia Collection 2020
John Brooks, Inc.

Misia Brand Director, Valerie Baviere presents new patterns and 
sophisticated colors from the luxurious French fabric line.

Alabaster Collection
Vaughan Lighting
John Brooks, Inc.

Vaughan’s alabaster is the finest quality available, quarried in Italy 
and Spain.

Sirena Collection 2020
Alexander Lamont
John Brooks, Inc.

Sirena is the new collection of furniture, lighting and wall art from 
Alexander Lamont. Inspired by ideas of symbolism and power explored 
through line, shape and texture, the majestic forms are brought to life 
through Lamont’s celebrated palette of materials and artisan virtuosity.

The Process of Creation
Christian & Heidi Batteau, Founders of Assemblage
Kneedler Fauchère

Join Assemblage founders, Christian & Heidi Batteau, as they walk us 
through their process of creating hand-made wallcoverings.

Cole & Son Introduces Pearwood
Carley Bean, Design Director, Cole & Son
Kravet Inc.

Carley Bean, Design Director for Cole & Son virtually introduces The 
Pearwood Collection. Learn the ways this collection pays homage to 
Cole & Son’s extensive block print archive and the print techniques 
pioneered by the design house throughout its vibrant history. Available 
at Lee Jofa, Summer 2020.
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GP&J Baker Introduces Coromandel
Ann Grafton, Managing Director and Creative Director, 
GP&J Baker
Kravet Inc.

Ann Grafton, Managing Director and Creative Director of GP&J Baker 
is thrilled to virtually introduce Coromandel. See up close the striking 
prints of this collection, which are an elegant ode to the traditional 
designs of the colorful and vibrant Indienne textiles.

Materials Marketing Denver Showroom Tour
Kestly Miller
Materials Marketing

Materials Marketing is celebrating their 55th year of providing stone, tile 
and architectural products to customers across the nation. Please join 
them on this virtual tour of the Materials Marketing Denver Showroom.  
Their talented salesperson, Kestly Miller, discusses all of the vast 
products and capabilities Materials Marketing has to offer.  They invite 
you to come and see their beautiful showroom and start your journey 
to bring your vision to life.  After all - details matter, especially when 
carved in stone.

BAKER + HESSELDENZ PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Tuscon-based Baker Hesseldenz Studio, designer of dramatic 
luxury furniture and interiors, infuses refined elegance with a 
hint of rebellion. Partners in work and in life, the principals bring 
seemingly opposite influences to the brand’s design approach. 
Scott Baker hails from generations of classically-trained furniture 
designers; Mary Ann Hesseldenz comes out of ‘70’s fashion and 
punk rock. The collection, at once boldly confident and discreet, 
offers unexpected solutions for high end residential, hospitality 
and executive spaces.

BASSAMFELLOWS PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

BassamFellows is a fully integrated luxury lifestyle brand 
created by architect Craig Bassam and creative director 
Scott Fellows. Grounded in the principles of impeccable 
craftsmanship, architectural rigor and sensual minimalism, 
their pioneering Craftsman Modern aesthetic encompasses 
architectural projects and interiors as well as furniture, 
lifestyle objects and personal accessories. Here they discuss 
a subset of BassamFellows products that can be ordered in 
outdoor appropriate materials.
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CHAI MING PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Join MOD and Chai Ming Studios for a casual conversation in the 
comfort of your own home. Meet MOD owner, Mikhail Dantes and 
Chai Ming Studios founder, Gary Lee and his team. Enjoy a visual 
journey of the Chai Ming Studios collection and a showroom tour 
through MOD.

CHASE ERWIN PRESENTAION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Chase Erwin is a leading global brand specializing in luxury 
interior textiles. With effortlessly calm and understated fabrics and 
accessories, we are proud to be specified in some of the world’s 
most beautiful houses, yachts, hotels and theaters.

FROMENTAL PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Tim Butcher, co-founder of couture wall covering line Fromental, 
will be sharing new 2020 products, which will include recent 
collaborations with British designer Sophie Paterson and the 
illustrious house of Lalique.

FUSE PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Interiors Magazine and MOD are happy to announce a live 
in-shop tour with Fuse Lighting’s Kevin Kolanowski. Kevin will 
discuss Fuse Lighting’s 20th anniversary, the production behind 
his bespoke line of handcrafted fixtures, and what we can look 
out for in his 2020 Collection.

KIT MILES PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Renowned for the dynamic use of colour and lavish, hand 
drawn imagery, Kit Miles studio weaves together a world of 
rich and often surprising juxtapositions, rendering a unique 
world of design.
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LORO PIANA PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Creating interiors with the same elegance, superlative quality and 
practicality that Loro Piana devotes to its clothing and accessories: 
this was the idea behind the brand’s collection of decor fabrics. All of 
the fabrics are made in Italy, in the company’s factories in Piedmont, 
which boast six generations of tradition and innovation in the textile 
field. 

RYAN JACKSON PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Ryan Jackson is a design response in furniture to a refined 
contemporary lifestyle. A collection of bespoke furniture by 
Los Angeles based designer Ryan Gordon Jackson, RJ creates 
the designs that a discerning contemporary minded customer 
requires. Clean lines, the finest material and thoughtful details, 
which exude quality and an understanding of high design. 
Handmade by highly trained artisans in Los Angeles, RJ’s pieces 
follow Jackson’s design mantra that “Luxury and contemporary 
design are not mutually exclusive.”

TOM FAULKNER PRESENTATION I MOD DESIGN
MOD Design

Tom Faulkner’s furniture and accessories can be found in some 
of the most beautiful houses around the world. Metal is his 
specialization, working in either steel or bronze, and combining 
it with marble, glass or wood. Almost everything that Tom designs 
is made in his own UK workshop. 

Porcelanosa Academy
Porcelanosa

Keep learning, wherever you are. Explore their online 
courses and enhance your learning about construction, 
real estate, architecture and design from the comfort of 
your home. 
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Azalea Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The eco-friendly, easy care Azalea collection is hand woven in 
India from 100% PET yarn. Each rug is durable and soft underfoot, 
and many designs include textural and fringe details for visual 
interest. This versatile performance collection includes a 
compelling mix of modern, solid, and striped patterns with both 
indoor and outdoor appeal.  

Contemporary Glam
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

Modern with mid-century appeal the Matisse wall hanging 
highlights color block details, ample fringe and a rectangular 
metal hanger feature. It is the perfect addition to any gallery 
inspired wall décor. Gleaming wired spheres in gold and silver 
make up the Timur collection. Wall décor with luxe appeal they 
are available in two finishes. The modern life styled Errol mirror 
is simple yet striking in appearance. It is the perfect way to add 
dimension and drama to any décor space. The modern Genaro 
accent mirror is unique with dual tone dimension with burst like 
gold shape layering on a honeycomb base. The Dixie mirror and 
wall décor collection features a metal frame awash in gold or 
silver with an interlocked airy vibe. 

Edited Modern Lighting
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

With its sleek shape, bronze tone plating and small scale footprint 
the 62” high Glenalvon floor lamp includes a felt lined catch all 
surface and a USB charging port. Clean lines and beautiful brass 
finish the Seaham collection features both pendant and wall 
sconce in brushed gold tone finish with clear glass shade. Both 
work well in any modern space. The Buxton collection features 
2 options in either table or floor with adjustable height, circular 
acrylic diffusers and soft cast light, making them a modern 
lifestyle staple for any décor. 
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Global Bazaar
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The Binga pillow collection features modern tribal patterns that 
are digitally printed on a premium 100% cotton base. With added 
hand embroidered details and lumbar or square sizing, the 
result is a global inspired collection with subtle textural interest.  
Hand embroidered of 100% cotton material the Sambramba 
pillow collection showcases meticulous handwork inspired by 
beautiful motifs from ancient Moroccan textiles. This collection 
works well with all global lifestyles and would complement any 
décor. The Toluca pillow collection will brighten up any setting. 
The gorgeous Amarie throw is knitted of brightly hued 100% cotton 
and features stunning poms and braided tassel embellishment. 
The Cotton-Chenille Vasant throw stuns with luxurious, high low 
shag appeal. 

Greenwich Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The Greenwich collection is outdoor safe and machine woven of 
100% polypropylene. Made in Turkey, this all-weather assortment 
features a variety of fashion-forward designs. Fine construction, 
gorgeous high low detailing, and a range of neutral colors result 
in a collection that is both beautiful and durable in both indoor 
and outdoor spaces. 

Kavita Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The eye-catching Kavita collection is a gorgeous culmination of 
modern hand tufted rugs that couple an inviting color palette 
with abstract and painterly designs. These soft and sophisticated 
rugs are made in India of a luxe wool/viscose blend and offer a 
compelling color base with captivating pops of color. 
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Machu Picchu Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The Machu Picchu collection includes Peruvian-inspired designs 
that feature unique natural textured yarns, with striped and 
organic motifs, and stitched patterns. This collection is hand 
woven from wool and viscose blends in India, and is available 
in rich neutral tones that allow for easy pairing with any existing 
decor to convey a relaxed global perspective. 

Malaga Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The Malaga collection delivers high end contemporary charm 
with its Tibetan hand knotted construction. Delicately crafted 
in India of mostly wool yarns, the designs are dynamic and 
include subtle high low texture. The collection features hues of 
khaki, black, blue and a range of complimentary grays, which 
add to its sophisticated yet casual allure.

Nouveau Classic Accent Furniture
Surya Spring Market 2020
Nouveau Classic Accent Furniture
Surya

Crafted from beautiful acacia wood the Edge collection offers 
console, center table and bench. The rustic live edge top pairs 
with modern black metal legs that adds to the one-of-a-kind 
appeal of the collection. The acacia wood Selene accent 
tables offer two distinct puzzle designed options with moon 
and circular shape table top combined with matte metal hair 
pin legs making each version the perfect fit for any size family 
room or design configuration. These rustic inspired end tables 
from the Troyes collection are attractive and versatile.  Made of 
kiln dried acacia wood they feature a unique textured wood 
grain design. Available in two different color ways.
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Royal Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The Royal collection, expertly hand-knotted by artisans in India, 
features a warm and sophisticated tonal palette of beige, 
butter, wheat, sage and gray. Made from 100% viscose, these 
rugs have a beautiful silky sheen with a delicate fringe border. 
Available in a variety of classic designs, the Royal collection can 
bring a traditional and refined touch to any room.

Sahara Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

Hand knotted of 100% wool and 80% wool/20% viscose, the 
Sahara collection features soft pile, high low variation and a 
distinctive tassel fringe. This unique collection is infused with 
rich texture and made by skilled artisans in India. Available in a 
variety of Moroccan-inspired designs in a palette of rich neutrals 
and striking blues, each design has its own distinct allure. 

Solar Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The luxurious Solar collection includes modern and Oushak-
inspired designs that artfully combine viscose and acrylic for 
a distinctive high-end appeal. Made in Turkey, these designs 
feature a machine woven yarn shrinking technique that delivers 
an attractive high low effect, mimicking artisan hand carving. 
The Solar collection can add a refined touch to any interior.
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Treasured Traditionals
Surya Spring Market 2020 
Surya

Where white distressed ceramic meets brushed gold metal, we 
find the Prior table lamp. Its finish is reminiscent of feather light, 
airy seafoam but it is crisp and stately with a very distinct point 
of view at a height of 26.5”. Bring any room décor together with 
the addition of the Edis table and floor lamps. Traditional style 
with updated white washed finish these lamps add a touch of 
classic flavor. The 5 light Sannah chandelier is a traditional styled 
chandelier with stunning appeal. The updated candelabra 
type appeal will add a hint of classic charm to large spaces.

Unique Rug Collection
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The traditional Unique collection is indeed unlike any other. 
Hand tufted by artisans in India, these printed rugs are 100% 
polyester with a low pile. Inspired by antique one-of-a-kind 
designs, the collection features center medallion and border 
patterns with a cohesive color palette. Each design in this 
collection is a masterpiece in its own right.

Wanderlust
Surya Spring Market 2020
Surya

The Meena collection features 2 different vase designs with a 
unique hand painted green patina finish. Both are complimented 
by an open metal base that enhances the natural design and 
adds a beautiful antiqued accent to each piece. The attractive 
terracotta Argil planter collection features beautifully hand-
crafted designs in contrasting hues of black and cream with 
organic and global appeal. The collection offers 3 different sizes 
and 2 colorways that will add versatile appeal to any global 
inspired setting.
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